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Supplemental Security Income and Work

A Review of SSI Rules Related to Work Activity. A Discussion of
the SSI Work Incentives Available to Maximize Independence
through Work.

S

upplemental Security Income (SSI) recipients who go to work have a great set of
work rules and work incentives that will allow the individual with a disability, in
many cases, to thoughtfully plan their progression to maximum levels of independence through work. These rules can help an individual retain maximum levels of
cash benefits, retain Medicaid, retain assets that will support a work effort, and retain assets
that will enhance independent living and quality of life.
Our feature article will discuss the SSI work rules and work incentives that will be relevant to recipients as they consider work and commence work during 2012 and into the
future. Although most of these rules have been around since the SSI program began in
1974, we will describe positive changes to the existing rules and some new work incentives that have been implemented during recent years. These changes have dramatically
altered, in a positive way, the benefits analysis that many SSI recipients will face when
they go to work or consider work today.
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In the pages that follow, we will discuss,
among other things: the earned income
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with impairment-related or blind work
expenses; earned income exclusions for
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some students who work; rules that alSection 1619(b) Continued
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in an approved Plan for Achieving Self
Support (PASS) or federally-approved Individual Development Account (IDA). We
will discuss special resource exclusions that
will help to support a work effort, including: resources used in an approved PASS or
IDA; property that is essential to self support; time limited exclusions for retroactive
SSI/ SSDI or tax refunds (including earned
income tax credits); gifts used to support
education; and certain federal assistance
used to support higher education. We will
also discuss and provide links to more extensive materials on section 1619(b), allowing for continued Medicaid when SSI cash
benefits are lost due to earned income.

distinguished from Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), an SSA-administered
cash benefit program for individuals who
have paid into the Social Security trust fund
and, in some cases, their dependents.
The SSI program determines the monthly
payment amount by deducting countable
income from an SSI base rate. New York
has three primary 2010 SSI rates, based on
living arrangements:
• Living alone - $785 per month
• Living with others (and paying pro rata
share of household expenses) - $721

• Living in the household of another (not
paying the pro rata share of household
expenses) - $488.34
Readers who would like to review a much
more thorough discussion of the SSI pro- Higher rates exist for SSI couples and for
gram and work incentives should read our individuals who reside in one of three
policy-to-practice brief, Supplemental Se- “congregate care” levels. For example, the
curity Income, Medicaid and Work: Guide- SSI rate for individuals who live in a state
lines for Proactively Using the SSI and Re- certified community residence is $1,133 in
lated Medicaid Work Incentives to Help New York City, Long Island, Westchester
Individuals with Disabilities Maximize County, and Rockland County. The comIndependence Through Work (available at munity residence rate is $1,103 in the rest
http://nymakesworkpay.org/docs/SSIMedicaid- of the state. See the SSI Benefit Levels Chart
PolicyPracticeBrief042010.pdf). Like most of effective January 1, 2012 at http://www.emour other policy-to-practice briefs, this brief pirejustice.org/assets/pdf/issue-areas/disabilityincludes extensive citations to the relevant benefits/2012-ssi-benefits-level-chart.pdf
law, regulation, and policy.
Medicaid is a publicly-funded health in-



Background on SSI, Payment
Rates, and Medicaid

SSI is a means-tested cash payment program for individuals with disabilities, administered by the Social Security Administration (SSA). An eligible individual must
have limited income and limited resources.
Both earned income and unearned income
are relevant in determining eligibility and
monthly payment amount. SSI should be
2

surance benefit and covers a wide range of
health-related expenses for eligible individuals. In New York an SSI recipient is automatically eligible for Medicaid. As long as
the individual is eligible for at least a $1 SSI
payment, Medicaid eligibility is automatic.
As noted below, when an individual works
and earns enough to lose the right to an SSI
check, they likely will qualify for continued
Medicaid under the 1619(b) program.
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Earned Income
Exclusions as Work
Incentives
When an SSI recipient works, the only impact of wages or self-employment income,
in most cases, is a gradual reduction to the
SSI payment amount as countable income
increases. Because more than 50 percent of
gross wages will be disregarded in the SSI
check calculation, the recipient is frequently
better off by going to work. We caution the
reader that the benefit of these exclusions
may be offset by: other expenses, such as
costs related to transportation or child care;
or a loss of other means-tested government
benefits which are affected by changes in
income (e.g., federal housing subsidies or
food stamps). For those eligible for the federal earned income tax credit, the amount of
that credit, usually received as a tax refund,
helps to offset both Social Security taxes
(i.e., FICA) withheld and other expenses related to work.
The first $65 plus 50 percent of remaining
gross wages are excluded. The SSI program distinguishes between unearned and
earned income. Unearned income is anything other than wages and includes SSDI
payments. Earned income includes wages
received from employment or net income
from self-employment. In calculating the
SSI check, the first $20 of unearned income
is disregarded (i.e., as a general income
exclusion). The first $65 plus 50 percent of
the remaining gross wages (or net income
from self employment) is also excluded. If
the person has no unearned income, the $20
general income exclusion will be added to
the $65 and the first $85 of gross wages will
be excluded.
W W W . N Y M A K E S W O R K P A Y. O R G

Example. David lives alone in Binghamton, New York and receives $785 in
monthly SSI. He is offered a part-time job
earning $385 in gross pay per month.
Since David has no unearned income, the
SSI program will exclude or disregard the
first $85 of his wages ($385 - 85 = $300). An
additional 50 percent will then be excluded
($300 - 150 = $150). Subtracting the countable income from the SSI base rate, David
will be entitled to an SSI check of $635 ($785
- 150 = $635) and he will continue getting
automatic Medicaid. His net gain from going to work is the amount of the exclusion
($235) less any amounts taken out of his
paycheck for taxes and other payroll deductions. David can probably expect to get
any state and federal income taxes refunded when he files his income tax return in
the following year and may qualify for the
earned income tax credit as well.
Back to the Example. David is offered
increased work hours. He would now
make $1,085 per month, but is concerned
because he heard something about the
$1,000 substantial gainful activity (SGA)
rule. David’s disability continues and his
resources are within SSI limits.
Because of a longstanding work incentive,
known as section 1619(a), the SGA rule will
not apply to SSI recipients. This means
that when David earns more than the SGA
amount ($1,000 in 2010), the only impact is
that his SSI payment will continue to decrease. For every additional $2 in gross
wages David’s SSI check will go down by
$1. Thus, after disregarding the first $85
($1,085 - 85 = $1,000) and 50 percent of the
remaining wages ($1,000 - 500 = $500), David will have $500 in countable income.
Subtracting this from the SSI base rate of
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$785, David winds up with a $285 SSI check
and his Medicaid continues. His net gain
from going to work is the amount of the exclusion ($585) less any amounts taken out of
his paycheck for taxes and other payroll deductions. Like before, David can probably
expect to get any state and federal income
taxes refunded when he files his income tax
return in the following year and he should
qualify for the earned income tax credit, as
well, which would cover his FICA deductions.
Impairment related work expense (IRWEs) will reduce countable earned income. IRWEs are the reasonable cost of
items and services that, because of an impairment, one needs and uses in order to
work. This includes items such as attendant
care, medical or prosthetic devices, drugs,
medical services, residential modifications,
and special transportation.
To be deductible as an IRWE, the expense
must meet a three-part test:
;; It must be paid by the worker and not
paid or reimbursed by another source;
;; It must relate to the individual’s disability; and
;; Without it, the person must be unable
to work.
A medical expense can be deducted as an
IRWE even if it would be incurred in the absence of employment. The test is whether
the person could work without paying the
expense. For example, a person can deduct
the cost of anticonvulsant medication as an
IRWE, even though this medication would
be required in any event to prevent seizures.
Many assistive technology or specialized
equipment expenses could qualify as IRWEs. These include:
4

hh Vehicle modification expenses for persons who are mobility impaired (e.g.,
hand controls or a hydraulic lift for a
vehicle);
hh Construction of ramps or lifts, or purchase of portable ramps to allow a person to leave the home for work;
hh Purchase of a telecommunication device for the deaf (TDD) to allow a person who is deaf to perform work in an
office or from home; and
hh Specialized or modified office equipment (e.g., desks, phones, or computers) to work in an office or from home.
IRWEs were discussed extensively in our
SSDI policy-to-practice brief (available at
http://www.ilr.cornell.edu/edi/nymakesworkpay/
docs/SSDI%20Brief-2.0.pdf) as a way to reduce

countable income below the SGA limit.
Any item or items that the SSI beneficiary
pays for and that would meet the SSDI criteria for an IRWE, would also qualify as
an IRWE for SSI purposes and reduce the
countable income to be applied in calculating the SSI check.
Example. Lisa had polio as a child. She
lives alone in a home which she owns. Recently, her mobility problems worsened.
Lisa receives $440 in SSDI and earns
$885 in gross wages per month. Her combined countable income, $8130 ($420
from SSDI, $410 from wages), makes her
ineligible for SSI. She is eligible for Medicare, but is not eligible for automatic Medicaid since she is not an SSI recipient. She
is not eligible for Medicaid under section
1619(b) because she never received SSI
in the past. (Lisa is currently eligible for
Medicaid with a spend down and is probably a candidate for the Medicaid Buy-In
for Working People with Disabilities if she
does not find a way to obtain SSI).
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Lisa obtains a loan to modify a spare bedroom to make it a home office that will accommodate her disability, with a widened
doorway and a special work station to allow her to work from her wheelchair. The
home office will allow Lisa to telecommute
as an employee despite his worsening disability. After obtaining the loan and having the work done, Lisa will pay $200 per
month for the next three years. These payments would qualify as IRWEs and reduce her countable income for calculating
the SSI check.

additional $2 in IRWEs, her SSI check will
increase by $1. For example, if Lisa has difficulty typing due to arthritis and purchases a special keyboard for $100, she will have
an additional IRWE of $100 for that month.
Under the formula above, her earned income would only be decreased by $50 and
her SSI check would increase by $50 to $105
per month.

Could Lisa use a Plan for Achieving Self
Support (PASS), rather than IRWE, to pay
for the home office? We will need some adThis will be Lisa’s budget if she applies for
ditional facts to answer this question. In
SSI after taking out the loan:
this case, since Lisa’s only income before
the PASS proposal is submitted is from
Step 1 Unearned income
$440
SSDI and wages, her goal would have to
result in an income level high enough to
General income exclusion
– 20
eliminate SSDI (i.e., wages above the 2012
Counted
$400
SGA level of $1,010 per month). The readStep 2 Earned income
er is encouraged to consult our newsletter
$885
or policy-to-practice brief on the PASS for
IRWE deduction
– 200
guidance on these issues (available at http://
685
www.ilr.cornell.edu/edi/nymakesworkpay/docs/
Earned income exclusion

– 65
$620

Step 3

Additional 50% exclusion

– 310

Counted

$310

Counted unearned income

$420

Counted earned income
Step 4

+ 310

Total counted income

$730

Base SSI rate

$785

Counted income

– 730

SSI benefit

$ 55

Lisa will now be eligible for SSI (assuming
her resources are below $2,000), but will
need to file an SSI application. For every
W W W . N Y M A K E S W O R K P A Y. O R G

MIG_Newsletter_2009SUMMER.pdf (put in new

PASS link here as the updated newsletter
should be up before this one) or http://www.
ilr.cornell.edu/edi/nymakesworkpay/docs/PASS1.3.pdf).

Eligibility for this minimal SSI check makes
Lisa eligible for automatic Medicaid. This
is important, since Medicaid may pay for
many items that Medicare will not cover,
including more extensive home health care
than Medicare. Also, since Medicare will
pay no more than 80 percent of the cost of
durable medical equipment, Medicaid should be available to pay
the co-payment.
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The student earned income exclusion
(SEIE). To qualify for this special exclusion,
the student must be under age 22 and regularly attending a school, college, university,
or course of vocational training. During calendar year 2012, the first $1,700 of monthly
earnings is excluded, up to a maximum of
$6,840 per year. This exclusion occurs before the standard SSI earned income exclusions are even applied.
Example. Manny, age 20, is deaf and
receives SSI at the $785 living alone
rate. He attends college full time and
does not work during the school
year. During June, July, and August, he works and earns $2,085
gross each month.
This will be Manny’s SSI budget with
the student earned income exclusion:
Unearned income

Step 2

Earned income

$2,085

Student earned income
exclusion

–1,700

$ 0

$385
General income exclusion
(not otherwise used)

– 20

Earned income exclusion

– 65
300

Step 4
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Blind Work Expenses as an Earned Income Exclusion. Individuals who are
statutorily blind are allowed many
deductions from earned income which
are not allowed for any other disability.
The most common blind work expenses
(BWEs) include:
hh Federal, state and local income taxes;

Step 1

Step 3

As illustrated in the example above, the SEIE
is very important to the high school or college student who makes significant money
during the summer months. It allows the
student SSI recipient to keep most, if not
all, of their summer wages with little or no
affect on the SSI payment rate. The SEIE’s
monthly and yearly maximum amounts are
adjusted annually based on a cost-of-living
index.

Additional 50% exclusion

– 150

Counted

$150

Counted unearned income

$0

Counted earned income

150

Total counted income

$150

Base SSI rate

$785

Counted income

– 150

SSI benefit

$635

hh Social Security taxes;
hh Mandatory pension contributions;
hh Meals consumed during work hours;
hh Training to use an impairment-related
item or an item which is reasonably
attributable to work (e.g., cane travel,
Braille, computer course for computer
operator);
hh A guide dog (cost of purchase and all
associated expenses, including food,
licenses and veterinary services);
hh Transportation to and from work;
hh Attendant care services (in the work
setting, to get a person to and from
work, and, in some cases, in the
home);
hh Structural modifications to get a person to and from work (even if related
to a second, physical disability);
hh Medical devices, medical supplies and
physical therapy.
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Any earned income used to meet “any ex- Calculation of SSI check:
pense reasonably attributable to the earn$2,085
ing of income” will qualify as a BWE.
– 85 ($65 + $20 exclusions)
Many BWEs might also quality as IRWEs.

When an item can be used as either, it is al$2,000
ways best to use the BWE. This is because
– 1,000 Additional 50 % exclusion
the BWE is deducted from earned income
1,000
after using the 50 percent earned income
exclusion; the IRWE is deducted before us– 707 Blind work expenses
ing the 50 percent exclusion. The practical
$293 Countable income
effect is that the person can see a dollar-fordollar increase in the SSI check for BWEs,
$785 Base SSI rate
but, as illustrated above, no more than a 50
– 293 countable income
cent increase in the SSI check for every one
$492 Monthly SSI check
dollar spent for IRWEs.
Example. Jerry is statutorily blind, works
as a social worker, and earns $25,020 per
Keep in mind that, like IRWEs, expenses are
year or $2,085 per month. He has the folonly deductible as BWEs if the wage earner
lowing monthly expenses that meet SSI’s
criteria as BWEs:
pays for the item. For example, if the employer pays for the readers, Braille paper,
Income taxes (federal,
cassette tapes, and CDs as reasonable ac$ 95
commodations under the Americans with
state & local)
Disabilities Act, those expenses cannot be
Social Security tax
160
taken as BWEs.
Union dues
15
BWEs offer a tremendous opportunity to
Transportation

95

Guide dog

30

Lunches ($6 per day)

132

Readers

140

Braille paper

10

Cassette tapes

25

CDs

15

Total

W W W . N Y M A K E S W O R K P A Y. O R G

$707

fund a wide range of work-related assistive
technology:
Example: Consider Gloria, an attorney
who is blind and receives $785 in monthly
SSI. She is setting up a practice in a home
office. A firm is willing to pay her $2,500
per month, as an independent contractor.
She will prepare the written arguments
or briefs in up to 10 Social Security appeals and provide research assistance
on selected cases. After deducting
the usual business-related expenses,
Gloria’s self-employment income
is reduced to $24,000 per year or
$2,000 per month.
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Gloria did this type of work before using
paid readers and a traditional dictation
machine. Knowing these methods slowed
down her productivity, she seeks to invest
in state-of-the-art technology that will
help her boost the quality of her work and
her efficiency. She plans to purchase: a
personal computer with voice activation
and voice output; a high quality Braille
printer; and a high quality scanner. She
will purchase these items through a small
business loan at a total cost of $6,600.
With finance charges, Gloria will pay $200
per month on this loan for 36 months. The
full $200 payment will qualify as a blind
work expense.
The following would be Gloria’s SSI
budget using BWEs:

8

Income taxes (federal,
state & local)

$ 85

Social Security tax (as selfemployed)

$306

Transportation

$ 95

Guide dog

$ 25

Readers

$100

Braille paper

$ 20

Cassette tapes

$ 15

CDs

$ 10

Payments, new equipment

$200

Total

$856

Calculation of SSI check:
$2,000.00
– 85.00 ($65 + $20 exclusions)
1,915.00
– 957.50
Additional 50 %
exclusion
957.50
– 856.00
Blind work expenses
$ 101.50
Countable income
$785.00
Base SSI rate
– 101.50
Countable income
$ 683.50
Monthly SSI check
Despite $2,500 in revenue, Gloria is
able to reduce her countable monthly
income for SSI purposes to just over
$100. She has done this by using traditional
business deductions, the usual SSI earned
income exclusions, and BWEs. This allows
her to generate an extra $683.50 per month
through SSI payments plus automatic Medicaid eligibility (in New York and most
states) during that critical three-year start
up period for her private law practice.

Assistance under Title IV of
Higher Education Act or Bureau
of Indian Affairs Student
Assistance Program
All student financial assistance received
under the Higher Education Act (HEA),
or Bureau of Indian Affairs student assistance programs, is excluded from income and resources, regardless of use.
The resource exclusion does not have a
time limit, i.e., it is excluded regardless
of how long the assistance is held.
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Examples of HEA Title IV programs that
would be eligible for this exclusion include:
hh Pell grants
hh State Student Incentives
hh Academic Achievement Incentive
Scholarships
hh Byrd Scholars
hh Federal Supplemental Educational
Opportunities Grants (FSEOG)
hh Federal Educational Loans (Federal
PLUS Loans, Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans, Ford Loans, etc.)
hh Upward Bound
hh Gear Up (Gaining Early Awareness
and Readiness for Undergraduate
Programs)
hh LEAP (Leveraging Educational Assistance Partnership)
hh SLEAP (Special Leveraging Educational Assistance Partnership)
hh Work-Study Programs (i.e., student
wages generated through work
study is excluded)
This special exclusion for work-study
earnings, available for all students regardless of age, is often overlooked by
benefits advisers.



Section 1619(b) – Continued
Medicaid for Individuals
Who Lose the Right to an SSI
Payment through Work
Continued Medicaid coverage, through
section 1619(b), is one of the most important SSI work incentives. In New York,
Medicaid often pays for very expensive
W W W . N Y M A K E S W O R K P A Y. O R G

items or services, such as home health
care, prescription drugs, psychiatric
counseling, custom and power wheelchairs, augmentative communication
devices, and a range of other services.
Section 1619(b) provides Medicaid
to persons who lose cash SSI because
countable earnings equal or exceed the
SSI payment rate. For example, gross
monthly wages of $1,655 will result in
$785 in countable income, reducing the
SSI check to $0 for an individual living
alone. Similarly, gross monthly wages
of $1,527 will result in $721 in countable
income, reducing the SSI check to $0 for
an individual living with others.
Under 1619(b) criteria, a person must
meet all of the following criteria:
1. continue to be blind or disabled (A
person age 65 or older may qualify if
he or she is also blind or disabled.);
2. have unearned income less than the
SSI limit;
3. have resources within SSI limits;
4. meet a prior month requirement;
5. meet a Medicaid use test; and
6. meet an income “threshold” test.
Items (2) through (6) require some discussion. If a person would be ineligible
for SSI based on unearned income alone,
he or she cannot be eligible for 1619(b).
For example, a New York resident who
lives alone and receives a private disability pension of $900 per month would not
be eligible for SSI, without regard to any
additional earnings. This person, then,
would be ineligible for 1619(b), even if he
or she met the rest of the 1619(b) criteria.
Similarly, an individual whose resourc9

es, after exclusions, exceed $2,000 would
be ineligible for 1619(b) Medicaid.
Under the prior month requirement, to
be initially eligible for 1619(b), an individual must have been eligible to receive an SSI check during the past 12
months. An individual would lose prior
month status for 1619(b) only if he or she
went through a period of 12 consecutive
months without any entitlement to an
SSI check or 1619(b) benefits.
The Medicaid use test should be easy
to meet in most cases. This test is met if
the person (1) used Medicaid within the
past 12 months; (2) expects to use Medicaid in the next 12 months; or (3) would
be unable to pay unexpected medical
bills in the next 12 months without
Medicaid. Most people who really
need Medicaid will fit into either
category (1) or (2). Furthermore, only
the rare individual with superior medical insurance and great job security will
be outside the scope of criterion (3).
The final 1619(b) criterion is the “income
threshold” test, requiring annual gross
earnings below a certain “threshold.”
There is both a “general threshold,”
which applies to all individuals, and an
“individualized threshold,” which will
be specific to an individual. A person
who meets the other 1619(b) criteria will
be eligible for Medicaid if annual earnings are below the general threshold.
The general threshold is calculated by
adding together a base amount and
a Title XIX (Medicaid) amount. New
York’s 2012 threshold is $46, 318 (base
of $19,860 + Title XIX of $26,458). If
this general threshold is exceeded, an
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“individualized threshold” for 1619(b)
eligibility can be determined by totaling: Medicaid amount from the threshold chart, or actual Medicaid expenses,
whichever is higher; BWEs; IRWEs; and
publicly funded personal/attendant care
that would be lost if the individual lost
SSI. These expenses are then added to
the base amount. The sum is the individualized threshold.
Example. Shauna is a New York resident
who has gross earnings of $55,000 and
actual Medicaid expenses of $42,000 but
no additional expenses in the categories
listed above. In New York, since her individualized threshold of $61,860 ($19,860
+ $42,000) is greater than her gross earnings ($55,000), Shauna would be eligible
for 1619(b) Medicaid in 2012.

An Approved PASS Can
Provide an Earned or
Unearned Income Exclusion
SSI’s Plan for Achieving Self Support
(PASS) allows for the exclusion of income
and/or resources that would usually be
counted in determining SSI eligibility
and payment amount, if the PASS is approved by SSA to allow the individual
to use the excluded income/resources to
pay for expenses related to a vocational
goal. Readers who want to learn more
about the PASS can read the relevant
Working newsletter or extensive policyto-practice brief on the subject (available
at http://www.ilr.cornell.edu/edi/nymakesworkpay/docs/MIG_Newsletter_2009SUMMER.pdf or
http://www.ilr.cornell.edu/edi/nymakesworkpay/
docs/PASS-1.3.pdf). Because those publica-

tions are readily available to readers, we
will only briefly describe the PASS here.
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Example. Geraldine is mentally ill,
lives alone in a small town about 50
miles north of Albany, New York, and
receives monthly SSDI benefits of $620
and SSI benefits of $185. She will soon
begin a community college program to
become an occupational therapy assistant
(OTA). New York’s Office of Vocational
and Educational Services for Individuals
with Disabilities (VESID) will pay for
her tuition and other expenses related to
her school attendance, but Geraldine will
need a car after graduation to drive to any
job she is expected to get in the future.
Public transportation is not available to
get to any of the OTA positions that are
all at least 20 miles from her home.



Geraldine proposes a PASS in which she
will save $600 monthly for 20 months (20
x $600 = $12,000), accumulating $12,000
that she will use in her last semester to
purchase a newer used car, pay the first
six months of car insurance, and make
some modest wardrobe purchases to
enhance her job prospects as she goes
on interviews. The PASS is approved.
This means the $600 will no longer be
counted by the SSI program and Geraldine’s SSI check will increase to the full
$785 living alone rate. The savings that
she accumulates in a dedicated bank account will not count against the SSI program’s $2,000 resource limit.
Note: If Geraldine works a part-time job
while attending college, or works during the summer, she could put a part of
that income into the PASS as well. The
use of earned income in a PASS is also
discussed in our newsletter and policyto-practice brief on the PASS.
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SSI Resource Rules that
Serve as Work Incentives

The SSI program allows an individual to maintain no more than $2,000
in countable resources (i.e., resources
that are not otherwise excluded by the
SSI rules). Typically, we say that an SSI
recipient is allowed no more than $2,000
in their bank account, but countable resources include cash or non-exempt resources that can quickly be converted
to cash (e.g., stock, bonds, certificates of
deposit). The following are some key resource exclusions that should be viewed
as work incentives.
Money saved in a dedicated savings
account through an approved PASS
is excluded. The PASS was already
discussed, above, as an income exclusion. An individual with no countable
income available to set aside in a PASS
can propose a PASS to exclude resources
that will be used to support a vocational
goal. The “resource PASS” can be used
to exclude a lump sum received, such as
retroactive SSI or SSDI benefits, a personal injury award, or an inheritance.
Additionally, any income retained in a
dedicated savings account is excluded or
exempt and will not count toward SSI’s
$2,000 resource limit.
Property that is essential to self support
is excluded. Three categories of resources can be excluded under SSI’s Property
Essential to Self Support (PESS) provisions:
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hh Property excluded regardless of value or rate of return: property used
in a trade or business; property that
represents government authority to
engage in an income producing activity (e.g., Alaska fishing permits);
property used by an individual as
an employee for work (e.g., “tools of
the trade”).
hh Property excluded up to $6,000 equity (i.e., fair market value minus
outstanding loans or liens on the
property), regardless of rate of return: includes equity value of “nonbusiness property” used to produce goods or services essential to
daily activities (e.g., property used
to grow vegetables for home consumption).
hh Property excluded up to $6,000 equity if it produces a six percent rate
of return: includes “non-business
income producing property” if the
property produces a net annual return equal to at least six percent of
excluded equity. Any portion of the
property’s equity value in excess of
$6,000 is not excluded under this
provision. This exclusion is often
used to exclude the equity value of
modestly valued rental property.
Federal earned income tax credit advance payments or refunds. The earned
income tax credit (EITC) is a tax credit
that reduces the tax liability of certain
working taxpayers with low or moderate income. This credit sometimes results in a payment to the taxpayer, either
as an advance from an employer or as a
refund from the Internal Revenue Ser-
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vice. Any unspent tax refund or advance
payment made by an employer related
to an EITC is excluded from resources
for the nine calendar months following
the month the refund or payment is received. (New York has an additional 30
percent State EITC and New York City
has an additional five percent EITC).
Grants, scholarships, fellowships or
gifts to be used for educational expenses. Section 435 of the Social Security
Protection Act of 2004 provides a ninemonth resource exclusion for grants,
scholarships, fellowships, and gifts used
to pay for tuition, fees, and other necessary educational expenses at any institution, including vocational and technical
education. If at the end of the ninemonth exclusion period, all or some of
the money was spent for a purpose other
than educational expenses, those funds
are not excluded and will be counted as
income in the month they were used for
other purposes or the month when they
were no longer intended to be used for
educational expenses, whichever occurs
earlier.
Assistance under Title IV of Higher Education Act or Bureau of Indian Affairs
Student Assistance Program. As noted
above, all student financial assistance received under the Higher Education Act
(HEA), or Bureau of Indian Affairs student assistance programs, is excluded
from income and resources, regardless
of use. The resource exclusion does not
have a time limit, i.e., it is excluded regardless of how long the assistance is
held.
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Matching funds deposited into a federally qualified individual development
account are excluded. An IDA is a special bank account that helps an individual save for future expenses. When the
IDA is authorized pursuant to a federally-sponsored “demonstration project,”
under the authority of the Assets for
Independence Act, the IDA savings can
only be authorized for postsecondary
education, purchase of a first home, or
to start a business. The individual must
use earnings from work to set up an approved bank account for an IDA.
Depending on the IDA, the individual’s
savings will be matched by the entity
overseeing the program (typically a notfor-profit agency or state/local government agency acting in cooperation with
the not-for-profit agency) at a rate typically ranging from two-to-one to fourto-one (i.e., the IDA entity will put up
$4 for every $1 saved by the individual).
An individual qualifies for a federally
qualified IDA program if a recipient of
Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF, in New York the Family Assistance Program) or otherwise meets
low-income criteria. To the extent that
one or more IDAs exist in your region
(there are a growing number of them),
some SSI recipients will be prime candidates to take advantage of them.
If an SSI recipient is involved in a federally qualified IDA (SSA policy refers to
them as “Demonstration Project IDAs”),
the following principles will apply:
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hh Contributions. Any earnings the
SSI recipient contributes are deducted from his or her wages in
determining countable income. If
they are deposited in a Demonstration Project IDA, they are excluded from resources.
hh Matching funds. These are likewise excluded from income and
resources.
hh Interest. Any interest earned on
the recipient’s deposits or matching funds are excluded from income and resources.
hh Disbursements. Under IDA policy, disbursements can only be
made for a qualified purpose (e.g.,
education, business capitalization,
or home purchase) or allowable
emergency. Disbursements made
for a qualified purpose are excluded from income. Emergency
withdrawals are loans and, therefore, are not income.
Readers should keep in mind that IDAs
that are not federally qualified (i.e.,
not Demonstration Project IDAs) will
not enjoy these income and resource
exclusions. We are not aware of any
non-federal IDAs in New York State,
but they do exist throughout the country. If a non-federal IDA is established
for a purpose related to a vocational
goal (savings for education, savings to
establish a business), the SSI recipient
may want to consider a PASS proposal
as a means to meet the income and resource levels of the SSI program.
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Conclusion
This newsletter has focused on
Supplemental Security Income benefits
and the effect of work on those benefits.
The incentives available to SSI recipients
who work are many. Thus, it is critical that benefits practitioners, who are
advising SSI recipients about the use of
work incentives, present scenarios as we
have in our examples to show how varying levels of work will affect their SSI
payment level and how the net disposable income will increase. The goal is to
show recipients that work does indeed
pay!



TOLL-FREE Work
Incentives Hotline
available statewide!

1-888-224-3272
NewYork
NewYorkMakesWorkPay

New York Makes Work Pay Partnering Organizations
New York Makes Work Pay is a Comprehensive Employment System Medicaid Infrastructure Grant (Contract No. #1QACMS030318) from the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to the Office of Mental Health on behalf of New York State. It
is a joint effort of the Burton Blatt Institute at Syracuse University and the
Employment and Disability Institute at Cornell University with the collaborative support of the Employment Committee of the New York State Most
Integrated Setting Coordinating Council to develop pathways and remove
obstacles to employment for New Yorkers with disabilities.
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York Makes Work Pay Initiative.
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Contact Us
Employment and Disability Institute
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